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Feature Article....by: RC – KC5WA

Solar Power for the Ham Shack
The idea is to power my amateur radio station using:
SOLAR POWER
You should note the placement of this installation is on the southern side of the house and
should get the maximum sun light in both winter and summer. I purchased a 15 watt solar
panel from "1st Class Fast" on EBay.

It is 3 square feet in size 3' by 1'. It came with a seven amp charge controller, hook up
instructions, mounting brackets, and a set of DIY instruction sheets.
I procured four 1 square foot patio blocks and set them out under my antenna feed
through panel. After placing them I sprayed the area behind them next to the wall with
Round Up. Don't need grass and weeds there.
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I'm using a small piece of Rohn 25 tower as a panel support to give a good general angle
to catch the sun. I used 5/16" line to attach the tower segment to the cinder blocks to give
it weight and to cushion the frame and prevent metal to metal contact. Measured the solar
panels output voltage (20.46vdc) after mounting the panel.

Measured the unloaded voltage (18.99vdc) from the charge controller. I used Anderson
Power Poles connectors, to ease the interconnection.

After attaching a battery that needed charging, a pulsing voltage (13.5-14.25vdc) is
shown on the video clips. Initial testing the charge controller , checking the voltages
It needs to be set under my bench; however ARS KC5WA solar power is now
operational.
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I have four 7.5Ah batteries wired in parallel. The batteries have been hooked into the
distribution box (upper right). The fifth connection on the far right is the charge
controller. Each positive battery lead is fuse protected so that if a battery malfunctions the
fuse pops and removes it from the action.

Charge controller attached and I have 13.30vdc output from the four 7.5AH batteries for
a total of 30amp hours. Thirty hours is not much, but think of this 12w output at 12 vdc is
1 amp and your NOT using it continuously and QRP operating levels their should be
enough power for lights and FIELD DAY use and as long as there daylight the batteries
are being recharged.
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Solar charged battery back up for My Elecraft K3 and lighting sitting under the bench
ready if and when needed. Fully charged the battery supply is reading 13.72vdc. Shown
above is a 5m spool of 3.5mm X 2.8mm soft light. They were manufactured to allow
sections to be cut apart as needed. This will be the needed lighting.
The battery powering the Elecraft K3 and meter readings.
~~~~
~A solar panel is basically a battery charger. When exposed to sunlight it produces DC current much
like a common battery charger that runs off standard household 110 Volt current. The solar charge
controller regulates the amount of energy that the panel puts into the battery. Once the battery is
fully charged it opens the circuit to prevent damage caused by overcharging. When you use some
of the stored energy, it automatically closes the circuit and starts to recharge the battery during
sunlight hours. The amp rating of a controller tells you how much panel current it can safely handle.
The voltage rating tells you the panel voltage if can regulate. Controllers with a LVD (low voltage
disconnect) also protect your battery from deep discharges. When a load is connected to these
leads and the battery to around 11volts, it will automatically disconnect the load to protect the battery.
((I noticed last night that the charge controller lights had gone out (turned off) when the sun set. This
morning they turned on and went in to CHARGE MODE to top off the battery box. Nice))
This is for a Brand New 15 Watt Topray Solar Amorphous Solar Panel with an Aluminum Frame and a 7 AMP
Sunforce Solar 7amp Charge Controller. This is a clean-looking well made panel with a solid aluminum frame.
This is all you need to charge a 12 volt battery from the sun. Just connect the panel to the controller and the
controller to the battery. The four hard plastic mounting clips fit into the track on the back of this panel.
They can be located anywhere along the track. This makes it easy to mount this panel to most any flat
surface with standard screws or bolts. The solar charge controller protects a battery from over-charge
and reverse discharge.
Solar panels:
15 Watt amorphous 1000 mA maximum current.
Durable extruded aluminum frame
Double laminated glass
Blocking diode prevents battery drain at night
Panel dimensions: 12.40'' x 36.42'' x 0.75''
Weatherproof with 10' leads
Panel weight 9.7 lb.
Four mounting clips
Charge controller:
Sunforce 7 amp
Prevents batteries from over charge and discharge
Handles up to 7 amps of current and 100 watts of power
Can control 6 -15 watt panels
Charging light indicates battery charging
Green light indicates full battery
Maintains batteries in full charge state to prolong life
Operation:
Charging Light Indicates Battery Charging....Green Light Indicates Full Battery
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Lightning Protection for Balanced Line
By:

Bill – KCØONR

webmaster http://mcars.us

Marshall County Alabama Repeater Systems

Ever wonder how to feed a balance line into your home and protect your equipment from
lightning or static discharges. I wanted to feed balance line into my house, except it had
to run through a maze to reach the equipment. Coming within close contact of metal or
other items that could affect the performance. Using two RG-8 cables or something that
is similar can solve both problems.

You can strip the shields back several inches on both coaxes. Then use only the center conductor
of each cable to keep the line balanced. Tie the shields of both cables only to themselves. Do not
ground these shields to anything else. Then attach each cable to you balanced line connection on
the tuner.
Outside you will prep your cable so the shield is stripped away from your connector so only the
center conductor connects to the connector. This example does not leave any excess shield. Leave
some excess for the cables that come from your balanced tuner so you can tie them together.
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Now use the cable above with only the shielded center conductor an attach it to one leg of
the ladder line. Now make another one for the other leg. Connect both legs to your surge
protector as shown above. Use a good ground to attach both the surge protectors.

By doing it this way you will have some protection and managed to keep the line
balanced all the way to your tuner without the risk of a hot feed line in the house.
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Build It !!!
Use 24 V relays at 12 V by: Tony - IØJX
This is quite a common trick, but there still are people unaware of it. 24 - 28 V relays are
quite easy to find in the surplus market, most often at good prices. They work very well
at 12 - 14 V using the circuit shown below.

The idea is based on the fact that all relays, once activated, need a much lower voltage to
remain active.
When you close the activation switch, the relay gets nearly 24V, i.e. the sum of the power
supply voltage and that of the charged electrolytic capacitor. After a while the capacitor
discharges and the voltage across the relay goes down to nearly 12 V, which is well
sufficient to keep the relay active.
Play with resistor and capacitor values to best suit the characteristics of your relay.
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photos via KAØNCR, WAØITP,
NQ5R, K5EST
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and thanks to Terry – WAØITP for the slide show!
Click the link on this page for a recap of this year's Big Brutus
operation. http://www.wa0itp.com/portableops.html It was a really
fine outing again this year. Please plan to attend next year. Note
that not all camped this year and Saturday afternoon was filled with
smiling faces engaged in eyeball QSOs. What a great Group!
p.s. turn up the sound on the slide show.
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......a salute to the:

Tailgate 2012.......by Walter – K5EST
A rare celebration is coming to the SLQS; they are celebrating their 25th year as a QRP
club. Twenty-five years ago, in November, Keith – KCØPP and Dave – NFØR had the
first meeting. Both of these inspirational Hams are active in the club and active on the air.
One of the SLQS activities is the Tailgate Sale on a parking lot at Flo Valley College.
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ebook2cw - convert ebooks to morse MP3s/OGGs – via KE9V
http://fkurz.net/ham/ebook2cw.html

ExtremeTech » A paper-based backup solution (not as stupid as it
sounds) – via KE9V
http://tinyurl.com/8mocv35

Builder’s Tip......from “RC” – KC5WA
For those magnetized tools.
Plug in and activate your 230 Radio Shack / Weller soldering gun.
With the gun in the high heat mode (230 watt).
Take your magnetized tool and rotate in a circular motion on the outside of the case.
Do this a couple of times and it will demagnetize the tool
just like degaussing a CRT.

Announcing the FUNcube Dongle Pro+
From Jeff – KE9V
Full coverage of all amateur bands from 136kHz through HF, 6m, 2m, 4m, 2m, 1.25m, 70cm, 33cm,
23cm (150kHz-240MHz and 420MHz-1.9GHz, 70kHz-150kHz coverage through your software’s
NCO offset)
http://www.funcubedongle.com/?p=989
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W5ALT Travel Antenna
By: Walt – W5ALT
Since I do quite a bit of traveling at times and still like to operate my radio
gear, I began taking my Yaesu FT-817 QRP transceiver along with me. It's
nice, small and performs well on CW and PSK31, which are my favorite
operating modes. Throw in a small CW paddle or take along my laptop
computer, some spare batteries or a charger, and I'm ready to go. It all fits
into a small case, no problem.
Oops, forgot the antenna. A roll of wire and a coax connector. Still OK. A
tuner - uh-oh, we got a problem. The tuner is bigger than the rest of the gear
combined! Now what?
While pondering the portable antenna issue and playing with some antenna
modeling software, I stumbled on an interesting fact. Basically, if you take a
1/3 wavelength of wire and a 1/6 wavelength of wire mounted at an angle of
45 degrees to each other and feed them at the intersection, the thing will
resonate and show an impedance of 50 ohms resistive. It's sort of a bent, off
center fed doublet. Depending on how high it is and the quality of the
ground, it can actually show some significant gain over a dipole.
So with that information, we can leave the tuner at home and all we need is 2
pieces of wire that are 1/3 and 1/6 wavelength long on the bands of interest.
Since I operate QRP, wire size isn't much of a concern and the wire can be
rolled up when traveling and not in use. Some additional playing with
MultiNEC seemed to indicate that the idea should work. So I got a couple
pieces of copper wire, measured them for the 15 meter band, put them on a
coax connector and attached them to an MFJ-269 Antenna Analyzer. Sure
enough, some minor adjustment of the lengths and angle gave a pure 50 ohm
resistive impedance.
The next step, of course was to try it out on the air. I pulled out my FT-817
and set it up on the dining room table using batteries, similar to how I would
operate from a hotel room. Once again, a slight adjustment and the little rig
thought the SWR was 1:1. I gave a call to an OK station CQing on 15
meters, got a reply and got a report of 559. Not too bad with 2.5 watts from
YV1-land. I tuned around a little and heard an HK0 DXpedition, called and
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got a standard 599 report. That's not too far away, but those 2 contacts
showed that the antenna does actually work.
For portable use, I have for years used Radio Shack "reel" antennas for my
SWL portable. These consist of a thin wire (must be around #20 guage
stranded) that is reeled up inside a plastic case when not in use. They should
contain about 10 meters of wire, enough to get me on 30 meters, my favorite
band. (I checked some newer versions and they only had 23 feet of wire or
about 6 meters, though.) I connected one to the center of a coax connector
and put an alligator clip on the other. The alligator clip can easily be
connected to the shield of the coax connector or can be clipped to my SWL
portable antenna. The result is shown below.

Figure 1. My portable travel antenna.
So, now I have a portable antenna that can be wound up and stuffed in a shirt
pocket or wherever else is convenient, works at least as well as a dipole, and
doesn't require a tuner. Not too bad for an afternoon's playing around. But
does it really work?
Shortly afterwards, I made a trip to Puerto La Cruz, YV6-land. I took my rig
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and left the tuner at home - that's confidence! I forgot the battery charger, so
I only had about 3 hours operating off the batteries. I laid out the reels of
wire in the hotel room on the 4th floor over looking the Caribbean (a nice
salt water ground plane helps). The short one was on the floor, the longer
one ran up to the corner of the ceiling on a balcony. A slight adjustment of
the lengths and the SWR was close to 1:1. The bands weren't very good in
July, but I managed to work a handful of OM, OK, DL and UA stations on
15 and 20 meters using the antenna with 2.5 watts output. I'd say it works.
As a result of doing some additional modeling and experimenting, here are
some additional guidelines for using the antenna:
* The wires are connected directly to the back of the rig, so there's no
transmission line at all.
* Don't cut the wires. Just reel out the length you need and leave the rest
inside the reels. It won't affect the performance enough to worry about.
* The angle between the wires isn't very critical. Just adjust the shorter wire
length and position a little to get a match.
* The exact orientation of the wires isn't very critical, either. Droop one over
a balcony, hang the end from the curtains, etc. The antenna is somewhat
directional broadside to the plane of the wires.
* The higher the better. Both modeling and experience indicates that close to
the ground a lot of the signal gets lost in ground losses. Stay above about the
3rd floor of a hotel to get the best results.
* This isn't a good choice for camping, unless you are close to salt water.
Note that the antenna will tune at low heights, but it won't work very
efficiently.
* The distance from my fingers to my opposite shoulder is 1 meter.
Knowing that saves having to carry something to measure the wires or
having to mark them.
* There is nothing special about the reel antennas. Any type of wire could
just as well be used. I used the Radio Shack product simply because I had
them and they saved me from having to carry a bunch of wire in my luggage
through airport security, etc.
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Kitted and Offered For Sale By; The Four State QRP Group
Code named MagicBox during development, this all solid state fully functioning microprocessor
based T/R switch is truly a "Magic Box". It was designed by Jim Kortge, K8IQY, to provide
seamless transceiving using separate transmitters and receivers It is extremely user friendly, in fact
it's fully automatic, and absolutely silent. It completely protects your valuable receiver, and it is fully
compatible with any transmitter final design up to 10 watts. AND it tracks beautifully up to at least
50 WPM!
All that is necessary is to plug in your antenna, receiver, transmitter, keyer or straight key, and begin
sending. It is then exactly like using a transceiver. The switch provides full QSK (semi if desired),
sequenced T/R switching between the receiver and transmitter, plenty of protective isolation between
the receiver and transmitter, a smooth sidetone, and receiver audio knowledge, a TR switch with
these features has never been offered before by anyone, either large company or club, and is not
available anywhere - except here!

The cost of this kit is $44.00, shipping included, for
either US or DX orders.
http://www.4sqrp.com/MagicBox.php
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SMOKE CURLS...... by Jeff Davis, KE9V

What a Fool Believes
I’ve been a pessimist about band conditions for so long now that it’s amazing I haven’t
sold all my HF gear. What it comes down to is this – HF conditions have been in the
doldrums for a long, long time. I know it, you know it, almost everyone knows it. The
difference is, you believe things are going to get better with the next cycle – while I think
things are only going to get worse.
When it comes to our Sun, and it’s odd relationship with radio communications on Earth,
there’s much more that we don’t know than what we do. We like for sunspots to sing and
dance. When they do, we can easily work a low-powered station deep in the Congo with
an indoor antenna. When they don’t, we suffer in silence.
We think we understand a little about sunspots and what makes them make us tick. Be
we’ve observed many things about them that appear to be cyclical for a while, and then
suddenly veer off the known course.
That really shouldn’t be too surprising given that the Sun has been doing its thing for 4.6
billion years while humans have been recording variations in sunspots for only a few
centuries.
What seems abnormal may in fact be normal, given billions of years of observation.
But here’s the immediate problem, the magnetic fields that create sunspots have been
getting weaker by about 50 gauss per year for quite some time. Field strength is now at
about 2000; once that value hits 1500 gauss, some research suggests that sunspots may
not form at all, and then what?
Read the full paper here.
Of course, my pessimism and the observable facts haven’t slowed the sale of HF
transceivers even a little. The great falling away of the code requirement brought on the
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upgrade and new equipment tsunami that had been orchestrated by that action. Hams who
had formerly been stranded on local repeaters rushed to HF in fairly substantial numbers,
most of them having never experienced good band conditions and were therefore unable
to notice that the bottom was steadily falling out of the HF bandwagon, so to speak.
Let’s just say that when we hit rock bottom of the soon coming solar minimum things
don’t return to normal afterwards. And what if that event lasts 100, 1,000, or even
1,000,000 years? That’s just spit in the ocean to a middle-aged star. Unfortunately, we
puny humans could be extinct by the time the HF bands return to the way they were in
the late 1950′s – assuming they ever do.
I suppose there’s some good news between the gloom and the doom. 160 and 80 meters
will probably see a big improvement which means HF won’t really be dead so much as
its main hub of activity will simply move lower. Of course, antennas for these bands
require more elbow room and I wonder how this will impact the new hobbyists who are
just barely getting by now on 20-10 meters with antennas hidden from their apartment
managers and homeowners associations?
It needs to be said that even if things become as dire as I’m willing to believe they will,
there will still be occasional, brief openings on the higher HF bands. Operation on 20-10
meters might look an awful lot like six meters in the coming decades – lots of listening to
dead air and then sudden band openings to different parts of the planet.
That might be exciting enough to hold our interest; the Magic Band certainly has its fans.
I like to wonder if such a thing would drive the majority out of amateur radio or would
we adapt and commit ourselves to building large, usable networks at VHF, UHF, and
higher?
Ham radio was born out of the basements of experimenters whose equipment could only
reach short distances but these were extended through an extensive network of relay
stations. The AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE abandoned their original name
and heritage years ago when they decided that the relaying of radio signals was “old
fashioned” and, apparently, holding them back.
Suppose the future of the hobby depended on something like mesh networking –
consisting of multiple nodes (stations) relaying information from one to another to cover
great areas. In other words, “radio relaying”. Imagine that. Hopefully, the National
Association for Amateur Radio hasn’t tossed all of their logo artwork from the days when
it was known as the ‘radio relay league’.
Things often have a way of coming back in fashion after a season…
-72-
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W5ALT Simple Field Strength Meter
By: Walt – W5ALT
I was at an electronics surplus store (EPO near Clear Lake City, TX)
and happened across a 3 1/2 digital panel meter at a decent price.
Since I couldn't pass it up, I plunked down my $3 and bought one to
play with. Later, when playing with my antennas, I needed a cheap
field strength meter to check the performance. The panel meter
looked like a good place to start, so I pulled it out and built a very
simple field strength meter around it.
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The circuit is actually very simple. The panel meter reads voltage directly with a
full scale reading of 200 mV. The rest of the circuit consists of a 9 volt battery
and switch to provide power for the panel meter, a small telescoping whip
antenna from Radio Shack to pick up the RF, a couple of back-to-back
germanium diodes (I used 1N34's that I had laying around) to rectify the signal,
and a 10 k ohm volume control potentiometer to adjust the sensitivity. None of
the parts are critical. I mounted everything in a 5 x 2 1/2 x 1 1/2 inch project box
from Radio Shack.
Parts List









3 1/3 digit, 200 mV LCD Panel Meter
9 v battery
Battery connector
Single pole ON/OFF switch
12 inch telescoping whip antenna
2 germanium diodes (1N34 or similar)
10 k ohm potentiometer
Plastic project box to hold everything

Construction consisted mainly in cutting holes in the box for the panel meter, the
antenna, switch and potentiometer. I don't have a nice workshop, so everything
was done using my Dremel tool. Once everything was mounted, the battery was
connected to the on/off switch and the meter power connections to test. Then the
diodes, potentiometer, and antenna were wired and connected to the voltage
input of the meter. It worked the first try. Here's what the finished product looks
like.
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Operation is simple. With power applied, the rectified voltage is
directly read on the meter. For strong signals, the reading will go off
scale, so the sensitivity can be adjusted with the potentiometer.
That's all there is to it.
All in all it was amazing how simple the field strength meter really is.
It's a perfect first project for any ham who wants to check his signal
strength.
Although not documented yet, I modified that field strength meter by
adding a switchable ferrite snap on core with a single wire through it
as a transformer in place of the antenna. I used a snap-on ferrite core
that came from Radio Shack (although I don't know if they carry them
any more) and glued it to the side of the box shown in the photo. The
hole in the center of the snap-on core is perfect for fitting on normal
sized coax.
With that modification, the FSM becomes a common mode
current detector. Normally with properly working coax, you
should have no common mode current, but I was having lots of
trouble operating with short indoor antennas in Maracaibo, so I
modified the meter and used it to find and solve all my common mode
current issues. It made a very big difference in my antenna
operations! I worked about 185 countries from my apartment in
Maracaibo and made about 1000 QSO's in a weekend in most of the
big the contests. All with no more than 100 watts and indoor
antennas.
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Share the knowledge and help promote QRP by sending your Articles, help hints,
radio mods, antennas, portable operations, mobile installations, pedestrian mobile,
radio reviews, and any non-commercial QRP interest? You do not have to have a
complete article, just give me an idea, pictures, etc, and you get published! If you
can give me text and pictures that can be pasted into msWord it’s a big help.

Email the “Banner” at
ozarkqrpbanner@gmail.com
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